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Abstract—In Cyber Physical Systems humans are often kept
in the loop as operators and/or service users. Yet in many cases,
humans and machines collaborate and provide services to each
other. Research on service models and service composition for
CPS exist; however, humans as service providers have not been
adequately considered as part of the CPS service composition
model. We provide a classification of human-as-a-service in CPS,
and we propose a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) ontology
model for the CPS environment as part of the Everything-as-
a-Service paradigm. The model considers human characteristics
and their dynamics, as a service provider or collaborator with
the machine. As the ontology model is an enabler for engineering
a self-adaptive CPS with human-machine collaboration as service
providers, we describe how a commonly used self-adaptive
reference model can be refined to benefit from the vision. We
evaluate the ontological contribution against criteria that relates
to accuracy, completeness, adaptability, clarity, and consistency.
We demonstrate the feasibility of our conceptual reference model
using a use case from the medical domain and we show how
human-machine service provision is possible.

Index Terms—human-as-a-service, human-in-the-loop, cyber-
physical systems, service-oriented-architecture

I. INTRODUCTION

Cyber physical system (CPS) is one of enabling tech-
nologies for Industry 4.0 along with Artificial Intelligence,
Cloud, and Big Data. Among several definitions, CPS can
be described as “engineered systems that are built from, and
depend upon, the seamless integration of computation and
physical components” [1]. Engineering self-adaptivity in CPS
has to consider various sources of uncertainties in dynamic
environments [2], [3], within or across more than one CPS
layer [4].

In smart manufacturing, as a case, CPS often involves
humans; for example, as part of the machine-human feedback
loop(s). Human-machine collaboration provides flexibility that
allows manufacturers to adapt more easily to shifting demands
in products and processes [5]. Though fully automated CPS
can excel in strength, precision and speed, humans with
cognitive abilities, consciousness, and skills can adapt more
quickly to new requirements and tasks.

Humans and machines differ in many aspects. Humans work
based on their consciousness, while machines operate based on
what is taught/programmed. Humans have to work based on a
motive which is often the result of a trade-off analysis between

rewards and risks. Humans have free will so that humans
can decide to stop working or choose to do work differently
based on the context and their considerations. Besides, many
factors influence human performance, such as mood, fatigue,
incentives, etc.

In the many common CPS use cases, humans, when kept in
the loop, are generally an operator; the users who instruct or
initiate requests for and receive services from CPSs (service
consumers). However, many complex CPS is essentially a
combination of computers, machines, and people who work
together to achieve system goals [6]. In such systems, human
can provide services by performing tasks based on their ability
to sense, act, store, and process data (e.g. citizen sensing,
citizen actuation [7]). Therefore, humans in the loop can be
viewed as not only the service consumers but also as the
service providers [8]. The increasing interest and use cases
coming from various disciplines have made Human-in-the-
loop a branch of research in CPS, widely known as Human-in-
the-Loop CPS (HiTLCPS) [9]. Cyber-Physical-Social Systems
(CPSS) [8] is among the subareas of HiTLCPS.

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) provide potential solu-
tions for modelling, run time synthesis, management and com-
position of HiTLCPS to deal with variability in multitude types
of component types and changing application environments at
runtime [10]. With SOA, every capability possessed by each
entity is considered as either atomic or composite service.
However, traditional SOA models and composition technique
have limitations when directly applied to CPS for various
reasons due to the heterogeneity of physical entities, whether
human or machine, while considering context requirements,
service provision constraints, and services similarity.

Several works have proposed service model and service
composition for CPS [11]–[14] and CPSS [10]. However, these
studies do not pay much attention to human as a service
provider in CPS. Human characteristics are not explicitly
modelled. Humans are mostly considered part of the physical
entities, along with robots, vehicles, sensors, and other actua-
tors. Indeed, existing models are not adequate to accommodate
humans as service providers, and new or enhanced models are
needed.

The novel contributions of this paper are as follows: We first
define the problem of human As a Service in CPS service
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composition and we motivate its need. We contribute to a
novel reference service-oriented Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA) ontology model for the CPS environment as part of
the Everything-as-a-Service paradigm. The model considers
human characteristics and their dynamics, as a service provider
or collaborator with the machine. The model builds on existing
service composition paradigms and extends it beyond the
machine-centric ones to also include human-as-services in
CPS. As the ontology model is an enabler and pre-requisite
for engineering a self-adaptive CPS with human-machine
collaboration as service providers, we describe how a com-
monly used self-adaptive reference model, MAPE-K can be
refined to realise the vision. The proposal is a pragmatic shift
towards acknowledging that both human and machines work
in collaboration as service providers. The paradigm can enable
new modalities of services composition, where human can
assist the machine (vice-versa is also true), considering some
qualitative attributes such accumulated experience, knowledge,
skill, abilities, and other human attributes such as emotion,
mood, compassionate, fatigue, etc.

The ultimate vision is to transit the problem of service com-
position into a collaborative human-machine service compo-
sition, where bidirectional infosymbiotic cooperation/learning
between the machine and human can be envisioned, promising
more dependable and human-centric CPS services provision.
We report on how the model can be instantiated using a use
case from the medical domain. We follow the standard and
commonly used approaches to ontology evaluation, where we
evaluate the ontology against criteria that relates to accuracy,
completeness, adaptability, clarity, and consistency.

II. *-AS-A-SERVICE IN HITLCPS

A. Everything as a Service

Everything as a service (XaaS) is a concept for services and
applications that users can access over the network, which is
generally found in the form of Software-as-a-Service (SaaS),
Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure-as-a-Service
(IaaS). However, in its development, we also see more specific
terms such as Communication-as-a-Service (CaaS) which pro-
vides VoIP services, Transportation-as-a-Service (TaaS) such
as online taxi or ride-hailing services, and many others.

HiTLCPS integrates computation, networking, and physical
processes that involve human in the loop. Mobile internet
devices with varying computing capabilities are strong can-
didates for implementation in physical entities of the CPS
[15]. Some machines may have limited computing resources,
but many devices could execute complex computation and
processes. These devices can communicate and share services
over the network. The development of ubiquitous computing
technology allows human-computer interaction to a higher
level with various interfaces. Humans can be accessed and
interacted with the system through handheld devices or other
human interface devices (HID) nearby. A service-oriented
architecture is therefore promising to HiTLCPS to enable
collaboration between components in providing services.

B. Human-as-a-Services

The idea of human-as-a-service is supporting the XaaS
(Everything-as-a-Service) paradigm that sees that humans can
provide services to the system; so can other devices.

Human-as-a-service in CPS is defined as a “thing” of Ev-
erything as a Service with human capabilities and properties.
These are humans as service providers that can work either in
isolation or in collaboration with machines in CPS to sense,
process computation, actuate, learn and/or transfer its learning
with the objective of providing more socio-dependable and
human-centric service composition models for CPS. The rela-
tion can be collaborative or an arms race, based on the context
with the incentive of a better overall service provision.

Human-as-a-service is widely manifested as an individual
or group of services, often by direct appointment or through
an open-call (crowdsourcing) mechanism. It exhibits unique
characteristics as it evolves during its life cycle and involves
various ways of collaboration/communication [16], [17].

Human-as-a-services within the CPS can vary. Treating CPS
as a self-adaptive system using the MAPE-K [18] reference
architecture, human-as-a-services can be applied within all
layers of monitoring, analyze, planning, execution, and knowl-
edge. Nunes et al. [2] have identified several human roles in
the loop that we use as a reference to categorize human-as-a-
services in HiTLCPS as follows:

1) Sensor service. In their activities, humans might use
tools and computing devices equipped with digital sens-
ing functions. Humans also have five natural senses that
can detect many events (e.g. traffic hours, car accidents,
fires, etc.). Humans can provide this service actively by
reporting an event or phenomenon detected by the five
senses and passively by allowing their activity/behaviour
to be recorded to see social phenomena (social sensors).

2) Processing service - Humans are learning creatures
who have developed cognitive abilities. With his diverse
knowledge and intuition, human choices will help make
decisions, especially when dealing with uncertainties
due to lack of knowledge or other environmental dy-
namics.

3) Actuating service - In everyday life, humans already
act as actuators. When receiving an emergency signal
from the patient room, the nurse will immediately go
to the patient room and take the necessary actions.
Within the scope of HiTLCPS, sensor networks or robots
may detect errors and require specialized actuation from
humans to fix the problem [2].

4) Adaptation Service - This service is a composite of the
three services above. Humans can act as an adaptation
promoter for other nodes. “The users (with different
roles) may decide whether the adaptation is needed,
which strategy to choose, and even participate in its
realization” [19]. This role includes but not limited to,
control feedback, provision of knowledge, learning, and
evaluation.



Fig. 1. The O*NET content model [20]

III. THE O*NET FRAMEWORK

Understanding the classification and relationship between
the attributes of workers and their jobs is essential to build
an adequate human-as-a-service model and pre-requisite for
developing a self-adaptive model. We have studied several
existing frameworks, namely O*NET [20], SOC [21], and
ISCO [22]. We have decided to use O*NET as it considered to
be the primary reference for building human capability models.

The Occupational Information Network (O*NET) provides
a rich set database of occupation information that describes the
job and worker characteristics. The Content Model defines the
most important types of job information and incorporates them
into a theoretical and empirical framework.

In O*NET framework, every single job requires a different
selection of knowledge, skills, and abilities and performs a
variety of tasks and activities. These particular characteristics
of an occupation are described by the Content Model (as seen
on figure 1, which reflect the characters of occupations (job-
oriented descriptors) and people (via worker-oriented descrip-
tors).

Worker-oriented descriptors consist of several attributes as
follows:

1) Worker Characteristics are defined as enduring features
that can affect both performance and the capacity to
learn the knowledge and skills necessary for the effi-
cient performance of the job. These characteristics are
classified as follows:

a) Abilities: enduring attributes of the person that
affect performance.

b) Occupational Interests: Preferences for condition-
s/environments at work.

c) Work Values: Global aspects of work consist of
basic needs that are essential to an individual’s
satisfaction.

d) Work Styles: Personal features that can influence
how well someone does a work.

2) Worker Requirements reflect an individual’s developed
or acquired qualities that may be correlated with work
performance.These attributes are categorized as follows:

a) Skills: Developed capacities that promote learning
(faster acquisition of knowledge) and performance
of activities that occur across jobs.

b) Knowledge: organized sets of concepts and facts
applying in general domains.

c) Education: Prior academic experience needed to
perform in a job.

3) Worker Experience Requirements are previous work
experiences that involve employee experiential back-
grounds such as certification, licensing, and training.

a) Experience and Training: relevant work experience,
apprenticeship, and on-site/on-the-job training re-
quired.

b) Skills-Entry Requirement: entry requirement for
developed capacities that facilitate learning and
performance.

c) Licensing: awarded licenses, certificates, or reg-
istrations to show that a job holder has acquired
certain skills.

IV. PROPOSED SOA-HITLCPS ONTOLOGY MODEL

We view HiTLCPS as a combination of humans and ma-
chines who interact, communicate, and collaborate to complete
their tasks. We use the term machine to refer to any computing
system with networking capabilities designed to meet its task
cycle autonomously. The machine can be cloud systems and
smart devices that are close together in a work environment.
To create a self-adaptive human-machine service provision, we
need to have a pre-requisite model that includes both human
and machine capabilities. To simplify semantic discovery and
reasoning, we propose an SOA model for human-in-the-loop
CPS, which is expressed as an ontology, called the SOA-
HiTLCPS ontology model.

Figure 2 is a top ontology of our proposed SOA-HiTLCPS
ontology model which explains that humans and machines
are within an organization where each node has its function
and task which generally correspond to its context. Tasks are
roles and activities that have goals to be achieved. In carrying
out their roles and duties, each Physical Thing may provide
services (act as Service Providers) or use services (Customer
Service). Capabilities are things that enable humans/machines
to complete their tasks well. Context is the environment, back-
ground, setting, or surroundings of events or occurrences of the
tasks. Context can be a physical location, time, temperature,
and other contexts in a broader scope related to tasks.

During the process of achieving its goals, the human/ma-
chine may need services from others. For example, a bomb
disposal technician needs robotic services to cut cables. Or
vice versa the robot needs the services of the bomb squad to
decide which cable to cut. We can see that each node can be
a Service Provider or a Service Customer.



Fig. 2. Human-machine relationship in HiTLCPS

Fig. 3. Upper layer service ontology

A. Service Model

For interoperability reasons, we propose a service model
following the OWL-S, which consists of three main parts,
namely Service Profile, Process Model, and Service Grounding
as in figure 3.

The Service Profile describes what the service does, and
the parameters used, such as input, output, preconditions,
effects, service limitations, and non-functional characteristics
that distinguish it from other similar services.

The Process Model is a specification that explains how the
service is used, what constraints must be satisfied and what
patterns are required to interact with the service.

Service Grounding describes how to interact with the service
(message format, transport protocol, etc.). In OWL-S, the
service grounding is a bridge between syntax- and protocol-
oriented WSDL and semantics-oriented OWL.

B. Service Profile

Service Profile allows providers to advertise their services,
and also requester to specify the service capabilities they re-
quire. The aim is to support the Service Discovery mechanism
to find the most suitable service-customer needs. Each element
in Service Profile in figure 4 is described as follows:

• Service Type describes the types of service that can
be either atomic or composite. Atomic service can be
in the form of sensing service, actuating service, or
communicating service. Meanwhile, composite service is
a combination of several atomic services.

• Input are the data that the service requires as the input
to process with.

• Output are the data produced by the service.
• Preconditions are all conditions that must be met (true)

before service execution.
• Property is an attribute that is held by the actor/service-

provider at that time. These attributes can be related to
context, capability model (discussed in the next subsec-
tion), and QoS (e.g. reputation, cost, response time, etc.)

Fig. 4. Service profile

• Effects are conditions that hold after the service execu-
tion.

• Degree of Parallelism, borrowed from [23], indicates the
number of requests this service can serve.

• Limitations are things that limit the continuity and avail-
ability of services. For example, a service can only be
delivered within a specific time frame, a certain distance,
particular location and condition

C. Human Capability

We argue that human-as-a-service is closely related to
occupation because, in essence, humans provide services in
every task they do within the scope of their profession.

An occupation could involve one or more human-as-a-
services, atomic and composite. As the human qualification
determines the quality of work, we consider it necessary to
put knowledge, abilities and skills as essential components in
our proposed human capability model.

• Characteristic represents psychophysiological factors
[24] that distinguish humans and affect the services
provided.

We express these factors into three categories:
– Preferences correspond to a person’s preferences for

work environments and outcome that could affect
service availability such as time, location, price. Pref-
erences are compatible with O*NET’s occupational
interets.

– Abilities express innate human attributes that affect
their cognitive, physical, psychomotor, and sensory
performance. These ability attributes are usually de-
fined with a measurement scale. Abilities are com-
patible with O*NET’s abilities.

– Performance factors are internal and external vari-
able, aspects of human behaviour and the context
(or environment), that can affect human performance
reliability. This element is a derivative of the Work



Value and Work Style in the O * NET framework.
Scale is used to describe which factors are more
dominant than others.

• Qualification are attributes that describe a person’s ap-
propriateness/fitness, achievement, and quality, which can
be either Skill sets, Knowledge, formal Education, or
Experience.

– Skills are obtained from training and experience
which are defined together with the scale.

– Knowledge refers to domains of expertise or
scope/area of work. This pair of qualifications is
essential. As an illustration, someone with driving
skills and knowledge of city A will find it difficult
to drive in city B.

– Education refers to one’s level of formal education
or degree.

– Experience stands for records of services that have
been performed along with ratings obtained from ser-
vice requesters. The rating system used can vary and
may include several assessment criteria.Referring to
the O * NET framework, Experience also records
practical training (i.e. on-site/on-the-job training).

• Potential is defined as is defined as latent human ca-
pacity to improve, for growth and developement [25].
Human skills are developed by knowledge acquired from
experience. Not only improving the quality of services
in general (improve the skills level), this also opens up
new service opportunities (Potential Service) that may be
provided after new knowledge and skill are acquired. This
concept is alligned with the concept of Maximum Human
in [26] to maximize the active humans for greater returns
in their activity profile, also with Human Capability
Theory [27] in which social systems should promote
human flourishing.

D. Machine Capability

Its hardware and software specifications define the comput-
ing capability of a machine. Analogously this is similar to
Abilities in humans, but the machine can be upgraded with
better component replacement. Skills and knowledge on the
machine are the programming logic and datasets provided by
the creator. If AI technology is employed, then machines can
grow their knowledge (i.e. dataset, ontology) to improve their
ability to perform certain functions/services. Machine learning
can be done online or offline using shared artefacts or inferred
during communication with other nodes. However, to acquire
a new type of skill, new logic needs to be inserted into the
system. In other words, without reprogramming the machine
will not have new services automatically.

V. USING OUR ONTOLOGY IN SELF-ADAPTIVE HITLCPS

The definition of our SOA-HiTLCPS ontology model is a
pre-requisite for supporting future developments for a self-
adaptive human-machine service provisioning in CPS. Self-
adaptivity in HiTLCPS can relate to bi-directional cooperation

in which machines can help humans or vice versa. Therefore,
it is essential to understand machine vs human behaviour
to properly utilize their strengths in a collaborative-oriented
environment for optimal results (i.e., not a competition to
replace each other).

We instantiated the model using a simple scenario in the
context of smart health care CPS environment. The CPS
system connects patients, medical experts, and other smart
agents (i.e. machines). We implemented the proposed model
as a semantic information model by leveraging OWL standard
ontology language and Protégé [28] editor to evaluate the
feasibility of our conceptual model. For space limitations,
we do not provide instances of all concepts; only those are
essential to demonstrate the feasibility and applicability of our
model.

A. Architecture

Depending on the domain characteristics and requirements,
several self-adaptation control-loop patterns can be used [29],
be it hierarchical control, master/slave, regional planner, infor-
mation sharing, or fully decentralized.

We show how our ontology model can enrich IBM’s MAPE-
K reference architecture, where we use the Hierarchical Con-
trol pattern. In figure 6, two layers of MAPE-K (Monitor-
Analyze-Plan-Execute over a shared Knowledge) feedback
loop is implemented using the SOA paradigm. Although it
looks like a master/slave pattern, in a hierarchical control
pattern, the overall system is controlled by a hierarchical
control structure, where each hierarchy level has complete
MAPE-K loops.

MAPE-K loops at different levels interact by exchanging
information that contributes to new knowledge stored in a
shared knowledge base that other hosts can access.

The top layer is a service broker that carries out service
provisioning, composition, discovers and invokes service im-
plementation candidates that meet the criteria requested and
returns the best invocation result or composition plan to service
consumer.

The second layer is self-adaptive systems with MAPE-
K loops that interact directly with managed resources or
subsystems, representing machines and humans. Depending
on the service flow direction, each self-adaptive system at this
hierarchical layer can be a Service Provider (when delivering
services) and Service Consumer (when using services).

In service provisioning, the second layer coordinates with
the adaptive service broker to achieve optimal results. The
hierarchical structure allows the second layer to focus on more
concrete adaptation goals, while the higher level can handle
adaptation strategies for a broader perspective [30].

B. Example Scenario

A health clinic uses a web chat as a health service channel.
Patients can take advantage of this service to ask questions
about clinical services, doctor schedules, book a GP, and get
health advice.



Fig. 5. Human capability model

Fig. 6. Generic SOA model for self-adaptive systems using MAPE-K hierarchical control pattern

In this scenario patient Adam, doctor David, and chatbot
Cathy are at layer two that exchange and utilize services from
one another. Patients and doctors are represented by smart
personal devices that provide an interface (e.g. API) for other
entities to interact with their users.

Patient Adam accesses the webchat service to consult
about the health problems he is experiencing. For every new
conversation session request, the chatbotService by chatbot
Cathy is allocated first.

Cathy answers Adam’s questions relying on its AI and
knowledge from the local and shared knowledge base. During
the conversation, Cathy acquires information from the chat
with Adam and stores it on a shared knowledge base for others
to use.

Adam repines of discomfort in his head, yet Cathy’s an-
swers don’t quite satisfy him. With natural language process-
ing and through its MAPE-K loops, Cathy detects Adam’s

emotions and upset. Cathy then sends a service discovery
request to the Service Broker with several criteria to maintain
customer experience and satisfaction. Based on the conversa-
tion, Cathy can infer that Adam needs a human service with
better “Medicine and Dentistry”, “Therapy and Counseling”
knowledge and “Complex Problem Solving” skills which
Cathy does not pose.

Based on the criteria given by Service Broker discovers
and invokes service implementation candidates that meet the
invocation criteria using the SPARQL query as follows:

SELECT ? s e r v i c e
WHERE {

? s e r v i c e soa − h i t l c p s : p r e s e n t s ? s e r v i c e p r o f i l e .
? s e r v i c e p r o f i l e soa − h i t l c p s : h a s P r o p e r t y ? p r o p e r t y .
? p r o p e r t y soa − h i t l c p s : i n c l u d e C a p a b i l i t y ? c a p a b i l i t y .
? c a p a b i l i t y soa − h i t l c p s : hasHumanSki l l ? s k i l l .
? c a p a b i l i t y soa − h i t l c p s : hasHumanKnowledge ? knowledge
FILTER ( ? s k i l l =soa − h i t l c p s : Complex Problem Solv ing
&& ? knowledge IN ( soa − h i t l c p s : M e d i c i n e a n d D e n t i s t r y ,



Fig. 7. Individuals and classes relationships for Scenario 2.

soa − h i t l c p s : The rapy and Counse l i ng ) )
}

The query above returns the result that the chatDoctor service
by doctor David is a suitable candidate. The Service Broker
invokes the chatDoctor service for Cathy, which then gives
David access to join the chat session. At this point, Cathy
becomes a Service Consumer (to David) as well as a Service
provider (to Adam).

David provides an adaptation service for the chatbot
Cathy to provide a better quality of service in the future.
Cathy acquires the knowledge from the conversation between
patient Adam and doctor David. This knowledge can be in
the form of questions, answers and responses given. However,
during the chat session, Cathy can still provide answer
recommendations which can be adjusted by David.
David gives some advice to Adam, and they agree on a

schedule for offline meetings. Adam, who was initially upset,
ends the session with good satisfaction.

The instantiation of this scenario is shown in figure 7.
By involving chatbot Cathy, doctor David can get other

work done, handle more customers, thus increase productivity.
Cathy can learn from David to provide more human re-
sponses in the future by showing empathy. Meanwhile, Cathy
can also offer answer suggestions to David, especially when
it comes to data processing where humans are inferior to AI.

This scenario shows that machines and humans can help
each other extend the capabilities of both. Self-adaptive HiTL-
CPS benefiting from our ontology can modify its behaviour
or structure in response to the changing context (environment,
goal, system) that they perceive.

VI. EVALUATION
We provide a qualitative and quantitative evaluation of our

ontological model referring to [31] to insure our design ad-
heres to certain desirable criteria; such as accuracy, complete-
ness, adaptability, clarity, and consistency. We use HermiT
1.4.3.456 ontology reasoner, which can evaluate whether or
not the ontology of input is consistent, defines subsumption
relationships between classes, and much more. Several test

scenarios are employed by adding several instances/individuals
and the relations that will connect one individual to another.
The expected results then be compared with the Inferred
Results by HermiT.

1) Accuracy: is a criterion that indicates whether the ax-
ioms of an ontology comply with the domain knowledge. We
have made every effort to make each element or concept ex-
pressed in Class or Relations in this model comply to existing
standards and literature. For instance, in our human capability
model, we refer to O*NET for a taxonomic approach and
integrate it with the Human Capability Theory to add the
HumanPotential concept.

To provide accuracy we ensure that the axioms should
constrain an ontology’s potential interpretations such
that the resulting models are consistent with the users’
conceptualizations. In the illustration below, it can be seen
that axioms 1,2 refers to the facts and conceptualization of
the concept in the given concept definition 1, 2.

Given:
Concept 1: Human is a physical thing with human capability
Concept 2: Human service is a service provided by human
Output:
Axioms 1: PhysicalThing and (hasCapability some
HumanCapability) SubClassOf Human
Axioms 2: Service and (providedBy some Human) SubClassOf
HumanService

2) Completeness: measures if the domain of interest is
appropriately covered. The domain of interest of this model
is to promote human-machine service provisioning so that we
ensure our ontology is able to answer several basic competency
questions (CQ) related to service delivery. These competency
questions are formulized as SPARQL queries towards ontol-
ogy. We compare our model with the existing related models,
HSCD [6] and PE-ontology [11] in table I. Our model provides
the answers to the given CQs, while the other two models
require a change in the ontology and develop the concept
into several subclasses of ontology (i.e. ontology evolution)
to answer questions related to skills, knowledge, and abilities.
HSCD does not provide a model for machines/physical entities
because it limits their scope to humans, whereas PE-ontology
does not take into account humans specifically in their model.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF OUR SOA-HITLCPS MODEL WITH OTHER MODELS IN

ANSWERING COMPETENCY QUESTIONS

Competency Questions Provision of Answer
SOA-HiTLCPS HSCD PE-ontology

CQ1: Is this human? X X R/E
CQ2: Is this machine? X R/E X
CQ3: Which human as this ability? X R/E R/E
CQ4: What services are available? X X X
CQ5: Which service requires this skill? X R/E R/E
CQ6: Which service requires this knowledge? X R/E R/E
CQ7: Which services meet the given criteria? X X X
CQ8: Who is the service provider for this service? X X X

X: instant, R/E: requires evolution



3) Adaptability: measures how far the ontology anticipates
its use. It should offer the conceptual foundation for a range
of anticipated tasks and allow for methodologies for exten-
sion, integration, and adaptation. New tools and unexpected
situations should be able to use the ontology. Our proposed
ontology enables not only human-machine service provision-
ing but also machine-only service provisioning, human-only
service. However, ones can leverage existing concepts in our
ontology for other purposes. Our SOA-HiTLCPS’s human
capability is closely related to human resource development
functions. Several concepts can be utilized for better provision
of training, career planning, promotion, and payroll. Another
example is predictive maintenance that primarily involves
foreseeing the system’s breakdown to be maintained by de-
tecting early signs of failure to make maintenance work more
proactive. Some techniques like oil analysis, vibration analysis
(mechanical looseness or weakness) are possible by leveraging
the MachineSpecification and Experience concepts on our
model.

4) Clarity: measures how effectively the ontology commu-
nicates the intended meaning of the defined terms. This cri-
terion can be measured by using Class/Relation Ratio (CRR)
from [32] that can be formulised as:

CRR(O) =
|C(O)|
|P (O)|

(1)

where C(O) is the cardinality of the set of classes represents by
nodes in O, and P(O) is the cardinality of the set of relations
in O.

We compare our SOA-HiTLCPS model with HSCD, and
PE-ontology in table II. Each class and relation in the models
is assumed as a class and object property in the ontology.
Although actually Object Properties, Equivalent Classes, Dis-
joint Classes, Subclasses (Subclass of) are counted as relation-
ships, for an apples-to-apples comparison we only calculate
Object Properties and Subclasses to determine P(O). In this
illustration, we can see that our model involves more classes
and relations than the other two models with the lowest CRR.
Lower CRR value means there are more relations/properties
to explain a concept (class); provides more clarity.

TABLE II
CLASS/RELATION RATIO (CRR) COMPARISON

SOA-HiTLCPS HSCD PE-ontology
C(O) 46 17 10
Object properties 45 10 9
Subclasses 10 6 0
P(O) 55 16 9
CRR(O) 0.84 1.06 1.11

5) Consistency: describes that the ontology does not in-
clude or allow for any contradictions. We ensure consistency
using two different methods. First, we rely on the output of
HermiT reasoner [33], which is based on “hyper tableau”
calculus that provides efficient reasoning and ontology con-
sistency tests. Moments after the HermiT reasoner is started

HermiT will generate errors if it finds any inconsistencies, and
our implementation is free of this. We also ensure there are
no inconsistencies by providing no class equivalent to owl:
Nothing in the inference results.

Second, we use the Ontoclean [34] methodology to analyze
the taxonomy of classes that have subsumption relations (i.e.
sub-class, sub-type). Ontoclean has the following rules: given
two properties, p and q, when q subsumes p the following
constraints apply: if q has anti-rigid (˜R) and/or anti-unity (˜U)
and/or an identity (+I) criterion and/or a unity criterion (+U)
then p must carry the same corresponding criterion/metaprop-
erty. As shown in figure 8, the subsumption relationship in our
ontology is consistent, according to Ontoclean.

VII. RELATED RESEARCH

Huang et al. [11] presented a Physical-Entity service-
oriented architecture model to enables inter-operation and
coordinated sharing of distributed and heterogeneous data
using Physical-Entity (PE) ontology that classifies the physical
entities (including human) and their class properties and
services. The proposed Service Model follows the OWL-S
model, including the Input, Output, Precondition, and Effect
specifications. However, this model divides precondition and
effect into context precondition, non-context precondition,
non-context effect, and context effect. The non-context ef-
fects is a change in the world or environment after service
execution. Meanwhile, the context effect is a change in the
service provider entity after performing the service. There
are service provision constraints that represent the physical
constraint of the PE relevant to the service, such as maximum
distance, maximum load, etc. However, human characteristics
and capabilities that affect human’s services quality have not
been accommodated in this model.

Echoed [11], Wang et al. [35] proposed an ontology model
for context-sensitive specification of the service abilities of
physical entities. Physical Entities (PE) provide atomic ser-
vices with behaviour constraints such as context precondition,
precondition, postcondition. Context preconditions correspond
to preconditions related to the dynamic context of the PE
that should establish before PE can provide the services.
Precondition accounts the service constraints irrelevant to the
context where the postcondition is the conditions after a
service’s execution. This model does not adequately accom-
modate human-as-a-service as humans can provide composite
services.

Zhu et al. [14] extended OWL-S ontology concerning
several significant issues related to CPS / IoT where every
Physical Thing (PT) entity can provide a service, as well as
receive the impacts from any service. PT entities are described
in four main classes, namely “Physical Profile”, “Operation
Profile”, “Operation Schedule”, and “Context”. To simplify the
reasoning process, Zhu introduced the “AppliedTo” concept to
the Service model. The “AppliedTo” class represents recipient
PT and effects that can change recipient PT’s states after the
service’s execution. The model also does not consider humans
as part of PT.



Fig. 8. The subsumption relationships with their Ontoclean metaproperties

Sun et al. [23] proposed an ontology-based CPS service
model with location, physical entities and CPS services as
the three main components in which the CPS service uses
physical entities and has effects on them. This model pays
more attention to the location alongside the state of physical
entities as context. Several characteristics for physical entities
were introduced, such as operation space (working region),
degree of parallelism (whether this physical entity can be used
by more than several services simultaneously), working state
(the availability state of the physical entity). Contrary to our
proposal, the physical entities are part of the CPS service, not
the service provider in this model.

A human service capability description (HSCD) model has
been proposed by Sowe et al. [6]. The main objectives of
this model are to represent the person’s identity, the tasks
a person can perform, the qualifications of the person for
performing the tasks, the types of interfaces can be used to
interact with the person. In this model person’s capability
relies on qualification, certification, and rating. In our SOA-
HiTLCPS model, we break down the capability into abilities,
skill, knowledge, and other characteristics that may affect a
person’s performance.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We propose a conceptual SOA ontology model for human
as a service provider in Cyber Physical Systems, called SOA-
HiTLCPS ontology model. In our model, machines and hu-
mans can help each other extend their capabilities; humans can
provide sensing, processing, actuating, and promote adaptation
for other nodes within the CPS. A use case scenario from
the medical domain is used to illustrate how SOA-HiTLCPS
can be instantiated. As SOA-HiTLCPS is an enabler and pre-
requisite for engineering a self-adaptive CPS with human-
machine collaboration as service providers, we have reported
on how self-adaptive reference architectures models such as
MAPE-K can be refined and leverage SOA-HiTLCPS. In
addition to establishing feasibility and applicability of SOA-
HiTLCPS by means of instantiation on a use case and enrich-
ment of MAPE-K, the paper follows standard and commonly
used approaches to ontology evaluation, where we evaluate the
ontology against criteria that relates to accuracy, completeness,
adaptability, clarity, and consistency.

Our ongoing work is looking at further refinements and
implementation of the model. Our future research may also
incorporate different aspects of QoS and evaluation against
existing adaptive systems. The ultimate objective is to pro-
vide efficient and dependable self-adaptive human-machine
service provisioning. We look at how structured or unstruc-
tured human-machine data can be dynamically analyzed and
consolidated to drive the adaption in human in the loop CPS.
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